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Sections A1–A5
Sentences

I am a boy. He is a boy.
I am a girl. She is a girl.
I can see. He can see.
I can run. A dog can run. 
A cat can run. It can run.

A boy went to the tree.
He went up the tree.
The girl saw the boy.
The girl did not go up the tree.

In and on
 Draw simple pictures of the following:

A boy is on a mat.
A cat is in a tree.

 Write the sentences on the board, leaving out the words 
in italics. Let students supply the correct word.

At
Tom is at the bus stop.
The bus stops at the bus stop.
Tom will go on the bus.

Questions and answers
 Have students read and answer yes or no.

Can a boy run? Can a girl run?
Can a bird run? Can a tree run? 
Can a bird see? Can a tree see?
Can a bird fly? Can I fly?
Can I try to fly?

A and an
 If a word begins with a vowel or a silent letter (as in 

honest), an will be used instead of a.

a cat a dog an egg 
a boy a girl an ant

And
A girl and a boy run.

The bee
Look at the bee. 
It is by the tree.
A bee can fly. 
The bee will not fly by me.
I will run from the bee.

Fly
Can a bird fly?
Can you fly?
A boy can not fly.
A girl can not fly.

The bird, the cat and the boy (to read)
A nest is in the tree. 
It is a bird’s nest. 
The bird is not on the nest. 
An egg is in the nest.
See the cat go up the tree. 
It is at the nest. 
Can the cat see the egg?
The cat saw the boy go up the tree. 
The cat runs. 
The bird can go to the nest.
She sits on the egg.

Went (past tense of go)
 went means the action of going is finished. Explain to the 

students.

I go to bed. (every night)
I went to bed. (last night)
The boy went to bed.
He went to the shop.
The bird went into the tree.




